
Securitv Desk and Accessories
Our uniquely designed Security Desk provides an opportunity for high security 

offenders to receive educational instruction. This chair is designed with officer 

safety and institutional security in mind as the user will be in full restraints. The 

Lexan screen with metal side assembly (#797200.1000) can be ordered with the 

security desk or separately. 

Securitv Desk 
Item # 797102.1000 

w/Lexan Screen 
Item # 797102.2000 

All metal security desk chair made with heavy duty replacement 

vinyl seat and back cushions. Desk surface is adjustable for 

easy accessibility. Includes security fasteners. 

Floor anchoring hardware not included. Delivered assembled. 

Dimensions: 34 1/8" H x 47 3/4" D x 30 3/4" W 

Securitv Desk with 
Removable Chair 
Item # 797103.1000 

w/Lexan Screen
Item # 797103.2000 

All metal security desk chair 

made with heavy duty replace

ment vinyl seat and back 

cushions. Desk surface is 

adjustable for easy accessibility. 

Pin lock release and pull bar 

on chair back allows easy chair 

removal for wheelchair access. 

Includes security fasteners. 

Floor anchoring hardware not 

included. Delivered assembled. 

Dimensions: 34 1/8" H x 52" D x 

22" W 

Removable Chair 

Wheelchair 

Accessible 

Securitv Desk Upholsterv Cushion 

Item # 797300.1000 
Heavy-duty, tear resistant vinyl. Constructed with high 

density foam Universal - fits both seat and back. 

Lexan Screen with 
Metal Side Assemblv 

Item # 797200.1000 

Reversible heavy-duty 1/4" thick 

mar-resistant Lexan screen with 

metal framing. May be mounted to 

either side of the desk. 

Lexan 
Screen Insert 

Item # 797201.1000 
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